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Has Your Bank Harnessed
The True Potential
Of Video Analytics?

H

By Sukhna Dang, Senior Consultant, and
Sharda N, Senior Associate Consultant

ave you ever wished your bank’s video technology software could
deliver something more than just alerting when security incidents
occur? Ever wondered if it could perform more than just routine
surveillance functions? What if your video analytics software could
accurately alert you when a customer queue in the branch exceeds acceptable
limits? What if it could possibly reduce the time taken to conduct investigations?
Markedly reduce fraud losses at ATMs and teller stations? What if your bank
could take advantage of integrated video
analytics solutions to improve marketing
efforts and thereby better serve customers?

VIDEO ANALYTICS CAN DO ALL OF THIS AND
MUCH MORE. WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF
VIDEO ANALYTICS.

Enabled by today’s exciting analytics breakthroughs,
video analytics technology has the potential to
expand its role from a mere video capturing solution
to a tool that helps optimize business. The onus
is now on banks to harness the true potential of
this emerging technology. This article presents a few
ideas on how banks can harness the real power of
video analytics.
VIDEO ANALYTICS: THE TECHNOLOGY
IN A NUTSHELL

Also referred to as video intelligence and video
content analysis, video analytics describes the
computerized processing and analysis of video
streams. Video analytics tools can perform a variety
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whenever shelves become empty, and provide
management with the information required to
evaluate the effectiveness of branding (for example,
the effectiveness of merchandising areas can be gauged
by analyzing info on how many customers spend
time in front of a hoarding/display board and for
how long). While most retailers use surveillance
video for loss prevention, there is also increasing
usage of intelligent cameras that have a positive
impact on operations and merchandising. Video
analytics solutions are also widely deployed for people
counting, to help analyze shopping and buying
behavior, and to measure shelf and product placement
effectiveness.
For transport authorities in developed nations, video
analytics has found relevance in homeland defense,
monitoring vehicle/traffic flow on major roads, alerting
traffic incidents and delivering data captured in overhighway signs that informs drivers of expected travel
times ahead.
With video becoming ubiquitous, leading banks
are racing to incorporate consumer-friendly video
technologies into their own customer experiences.
Some success stories of banks using video technology
effectively include:
• National Australia Bank (NAB), which provides

video chat facilities for online loan processing
• SNS Bank, which provides video web conferencing
for customer convenience
• Bank Sabadell, which provides phone banking with
video for handling customer queries.
Through these solutions, these banks have seen
opportunities to leverage video technologies in crossselling, easier customer onboarding, etc.
Although video technology itself has evolved at a
rapid pace, experts opine that the much-needed shift
with wide deployment of video analytics solutions in
the banking industry is truly underway. Among banks
that have adopted the technology, video analytics has
become synonymous with just security intelligence.
There is still a long way to go before the full potential
of analytics and data mining in video is fully harnessed
in banks.
The figure (below) depicts the most common
application areas of video analytics solutions across
industries.
BANKS JUST CANNOT IGNORE THE ‘REAL’
POTENTIAL OF VIDEO ANALYTICS

Banks would not be able to derive much value
with just video capture solutions involving cameras,
closed-circuit televisions (CCTV) and recorders. Also,

of tasks ranging from real-time analysis of video for
immediate detection of events of interest to analysis
of pre-recorded video for the purpose of extracting
events and data from the recorded video. These
solutions have the capability to better analyze the
information captured in the video streams and also
helps understand customer behavior.
VIDEO ANALYTICS IS GAINING WIDE
TRACTION ACROSS INDUSTRIES

The market is witnessing a surge in industry-specific
video analytics solutions. Video analytics solutions
are deployed widely in leading retail chains, banks,
transportation and other industries – not just to provide
security intelligence, but also to deliver intelligence that
helps improve business processes.
Leading retail chains are leveraging video analytics
to reduce shoplifting incidents, alert stock keepers

Figure 1: Most common application areas of video analytics solutions across industries
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conventional CCTV systems are generally incapable of
accommodating the scale of modern installations and
managing the growing scale and volume of video data.
Hence, banks are increasingly realizing the importance
of embedding video analytics well within video capture
and other solutions.
There is a growing need for banks to work
faster and smarter with video analytics software
applications. Banks need to critically reexamine their
video strategy to determine the effectiveness of the
video technology deployed.
Perhaps one of the most compelling reasons why
banks should exploit video analytics is that these
solutions generally build upon the surveillance
and transaction data systems that are already in
place in most banks today. Banks can thus easily
upgrade to new capabilities without sacrificing
their existing technology investments, resulting in
significant capital expenditure savings. It is indeed
time for bank technology leaders to refocus on
leveraging the real power of analytics in their video
solutions.

“Perhaps one of
the most compelling reasons
why banks
should exploit
video analytics
is that these
solutions generally build upon
the surveillance and transaction
data systems that are already in
place in most banks today. Banks
can thus easily upgrade to new
capabilities without sacrificing their
existing technology investments,
resulting in significant capital expenditure savings.”
—Sharda N, Senior Associate Consultant

“There is little
doubt that the
financial services industry is
at a stage of the
video technology paradigm
with significant
growth seen in video surveillance
technology. It is high time banks
realize the true potential of embedding analytics effectively in video
solutions, and harnessing its power
for improved business results and
higher customer satisfaction
levels.”
—Sukhna Dang, Senior Consultant
Figure 2: A checklist to ensure your bank harnesses some value
benefits derived out of video analytics solutions
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Banks would need to explore beyond the video
solutions intended solely for surveillance, and look
to tap some of the following applications of video
analytics – as listed in the below checklist.
There is little doubt that the financial services
industry is at a stage of the video technology
paradigm with significant growth seen in video
surveillance technology. It is high time banks
realize the true potential of embedding analytics
effectively in video solutions, and harnessing its
power for improved business results and higher
customer satisfaction levels. Although it is quite
obvious that video analytics solutions are gaining
a strong foothold across industries, its adoption
is constrained by a few challenges such as the
need to eliminate false alerts, system maintenance
issues and cost constraints. An additional challenge
lies in selecting the right vendor who can provide
the right solution for specific individual business
requirements.
Differentiation and innovation through video
analytics is the way forward!
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